Dark Moans: Five Paranormal Erotica Stories

Paranormal erotica like youve never seen it
awaits you with this scorching collection.
Whether youre looking for sexy vampires
or very, very free spirits youll find all of
the paranormal pleasure youre looking for
in these five stories. Soif youre not afraid
of the dark and you love all that might
happen when the lights go out, click for
five erotic stories with a paranormal twist!
Warning: This ebook contains very explicit
descriptions of sex and includes rough
paranormal sex, group paranormal sex,
paranormal gangbang sex, vampire sex,
and more. Only mature adults who wont
find that content offensive should read this
collection. 1. The Vampire Selina: Blood
Debt by S.D. Smith and Molly Synthia In
1700s France, Selina determines that an
evil landlord is not worthy of his property.
She recognizes him as cruel and savage in
the bedroom, but theres nothing he can do
that can hurt a vampire. Selina, though
...she can do plenty of harm... 2. All Five
of You? A Paranormal Gang Bang by June
Stevens Kandace is worried about being
out late at night in the city streets, and
when shes confronted by five men eager
for her attention, her worries are justified.
Why then, is she more worried about her
sister? Why, even as shes forced to take all
of the men on at once, with deep throat,
semen swallowing, double teaming, and a
first anal experience, is her sister the thing
she worries about? The poor men will
discover all of the answers after the gang
bang is over, and the prospects for survival
are very, very poor. 3. Kami and The
Vampires Secret: Paranormal Erotica By
Lisa Myers Kami has decided that she
needs to move to a new place to finish her
college education. Her parents have kept
her sheltered all of her life and she is ready
to experience new things. The first night
that she is alone in the city, she sees and
intriguing man and also loses him in a
crowded club. She goes out in search of
him a second time and finds him. After a
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very exhausting night of sex with him and
two of his friends, she discovers that they
are all vampires. They are not your typical
blood suckers and Kami wants to learn
more about them. 4. Puppet Masters: A
Ghost Sex Story by Alice J. Woods Being
a spirit is hard enough; trying to maintain
an active sex life is almost impossible. At
least it was for Delia and Max, two lonely
spirits who find each other in the afterlife,
but have no way to share their love for each
other. Especially when theyre looking for a
little more physical contact than whats
currently available in the spirit realm. But
once they discover the ability to inhabit the
bodies of the living, the afterlife becomes
much more interesting...and much more
erotic. 5. The Girl Who Bites by Alice J.
Woods Amy owns the Silver Bullet Bar in
tiny Harker Hill, Nevadathe name still
makes her roll her eyes, an inspired choice,
if she says so herself. And even after all
these years, no ones the wiser that she not
only owns Harker Hills only bar, but shes
also the towns only vampire. Amys got it
all figured out; keep the residents happy,
whether that means selling them booze or
taking them to bed, keep it low key and
keep them alive. Shes been happily tapping
the local supply of blood for decades. But
when the mysterious stranger arrives, he
threatens to destroy Amys little utopia.
And whats up with him arriving in the
middle of the night?
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